Good Morning,

I have heard rumours of yet another cut back to our community. The animal control!!!!

Who is going to clean up the animals so promptly in our neighbourhood? I know that I can call up Glanbrook animal control and problems are handled promptly, this will just be another cutback. Michelle Bain has gone far beyond what she can do in her job, she is very much appreciated in this community. She is simply a comforting, get the job done type of girl. Now you are going to pay someone who doesn't want the job and who will not be of comfort to our community, are they are going to be a 24 hour service?

Just the gas saved by having a local person provides this service makes sense in it self. Hamilton has seemed to take away anything and every service ever once created by this small town.

What about livestock, do you even have the place to put a cow, horse, sheep if need be.

Coyote are another problem that we have the how long is it going to take a city worker to get here to rescue a smaller animal from a coyote or to take control of the situation.

I do oppose yet another cutback from our community, why wouldn't I?

Your city of Hamilton ends in the core!!!! You do not seem to provide for out of that "downtown core " upgrades or improvements, it is a "small minded " town feel that Hamilton provides, When are you going to start to treat Glanbrook as an asset and stop taking privileges and something that actually works away from the community?

Peggy Park